Abstract 'NASA Ames, in collaboration with JSC ISS MOD, has been developing novel systems for searching across multiple heterogeneous data systems in order to facilitate rapid retrieval of relevant information for flight controllers on console and in their off-console duties.
INTRODUCTION
Search-Driven data analysis method proposed in this paper relies on search results produced by user specific queries, i.e. its user driven. Both naive and sophisticated user demands for a simple search result that one can understand and should address the means of one's search. The systems available in the market perform data-analysis based on predefined classifications or ad-hock classification based on datasets; the results may or may not be relevant to users demand. The approach in this paper is a different perspective of data-analysis using not predefined rules of classifications but from user defined classification rules.
BACKGROUND
The more the data is structured the better the applications that can be built on top of it, with the advancement in XML databases, many such applications are addressing the needs of performing data-analysis at middle-tire level as a realtime data analyzer or a standalone application service. The approach in this paper depends on 2NETMARK extensible DataBase (XDB), a schema-less approach to save and index all kinds of textual data semi-structured, full-structured and un-structured. The advantage with NETMARK is it converts even the semi-structured data into a meaningful structured format, the sequence diagram in Figure-2 The following Figure-3 .0 gives a high-level picture of NETMARK client-server-services architecture, the focus of our approach is in the red-box section in the Figure-3 The more the user defines the search criteria, the stronger the relationship among similar document gets, such that the document relationships are directly proportional to number of search criteria that users define, the more the user uses the system the better the data-analysis results they find. This data-analysis technique results in an undirected weighted graph, with each node corresponding to a document and the edge determining the weight and relationship among documents as shown in Figure-3 Where cij is the context at Level "i" and "j" is a unique identifier for each context at level "i".
In other words 
ANALYSIS AND CONCERNS
Certain advantages associated with the approach are Similarity is user controlled, i.e. it's only measured using terms of interest to the user as shown in the Figure-4 .0, each circle represents a result set, the more the circles the better relations among documents is established. Using this approach if all the possible search criteria's are defined at First-level then the resulting document similarity metrics can be mapped to the similarity metrics of a traditional document-similarity text-analysis process. Most of the traditional document-similarity approaches are one-shot calculations, any change in the state of the data leads to massive computations, this approach is incremental.
* Traditional text-mining algorithms require taxonomies/ ontologies to leverage data-analysis with semantic equivalence but with this approach user can define such relations among keywords within the search criteria using simple algebra, so the data-analysis algorithms will be smart to identify the relations, for example in a search criteria user can define Plasma Control Unit OR PCU In this case the result set for the search strings will be a union of result sets for each string and the relationship will be noted and user for further dataanalysis. * With proper algorithms the relationship weights among documents can be adjusted for dynamic data changes in the document.
The concerns associated with this approach are * Only a few searches will not produce useful similarity metrics because calculation of similarity among documents is directly proportional to the number of search criteria definitions.
* Naive users will pollute similarity metrics. 
